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Using angular momentum representation a method is proposed that allows the 
systematic construction of a generalized Landau--de Gennes elastic free energy of 
liquid crystals, in powers of a symmetric and traceless tensor order parameter, 
polarization field, of external fields and all respective derivatives. By this method 
all linearly independent elastic invariants and surface terms are constructed for 
nematics and cholesterics up to fourth order terms. In particular it is shown that 
up to fourth order in the tensor order parameter there are nineteen bulk elastic 
constants and four surface terms in the free energy of a general, biaxial nematic. 
In addition, the stability of this expansion is studied in detail. Some special cases 
of the elastic free energy of liquid crystals, already discussed in the literature, are 
reexamined and discrepancies with our results are emphasized. Finally, a thermo-
dynamically correct way of establishing contact between the generalized de Gennes 
elastic free energy and other theories, like those of Oseen-Frank or Meyer, is 
proposed by applying fluctuation theory. Thus, the degeneracy of splay and bend 
elastic constants is removed even when these are calculated from the standard de 
Gennes free energy. Restrictions on higher order elastic constants are also 
obtained by comparing mean field relations and stability conditions with available 
experimental data. 
1. Introduction 
Liquid crystals exhibit a rich variety of phases. Most extensively investigated are 
the isotropic, nematic, cholesteric, smectic A phases [1] and recently the blue phases 
[2]. Much interest has been focused on both elastic and thermal properties of the 
orientational degrees of freedom. It is widely accepted that the orientational proper-
ties of liquid crystals can be described by a second rank, symmetric, traceless tensor, 
Q(r) with cartesian components Qxp(r) (et, P = x, y, z). The tensor vanishes in the 
isotropic phase and thus serves as an order parameter. In the ordered phases nematic, 
cholesteric, etc., Q(r) has uniaxial symmetry. The symmetry axis is defined by an eigen-
vector, n(r), (n2 = 1) of Q(r), corresponding to the only non-degenerate eigenvalue. 
In the most general case Q(r) has five independent components. This situation describes 
the so-called general biaxial phase [3]. A spatial dependence ofQ requires elastic terms 
in the Landau free energy expansion. Together with the thermal contribution the 
elastic terms form the orientational part of the free energy of liquid crystals. 
Historically, the first steps toward our present understanding of the elastic proper-
ties of liquid crystals were made by Oseen [4], Zocher [5] and Frank [6] (OZF). The 
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OZF description consists of a sum of five functions in the director and its derivatives 
multiplied by elastic constants (material parameters) Ku 
F = I d 3 r x~hNN (V· ii)2 + !K22 (ii ·V x ii- q0 ) 2 + !K33 (ii x V x ii)2 
K22 + K24 
+ 2 EnDlIpnp.~ - na,an{l,Jl)]. (1) 
In this and succeeding expressions a subscript after a comma denotes differentiation 
with respect to the corresponding cartesian coordinate. The free energy ( 1) contains only 
terms that are symmetric with respect to a change of ii into - ii, a restriction now 
widely accepted by many authors for weakly polar liquid crystals. As already discussed 
by Frank [6], the elastic constants K,.,. measure the resistance of three simple types of 
distortion, called splay, twist and bend, respectively while q0 is known as the helicity. 
In general, the parameters Ku and q0 depend on temperature, pressure and other 
thermodynamic variables. For some phases, like smectics, the number of relevant 
elastic constants can be reduced significantly. It is also worth mentioning that, in the 
expansion (1 ), the term proportional to (K22 + K24 ) is often omitted because it can 
be converted to a surface integral by applying Gauss's theorem. However, for some 
types of boundary value problems [7] and in the presence of defects [8] the surface 
term does contribute to the total free energy. 
The list of formal properties of the OZF expansion must be completed with 
inequalities among the elastic constants that follow from the stability analysis of (I). 
As discussed by Ericksen [9], the Ks are subject to the relations 
(2) 
which ensure the internal consistency of the theory. They must be fulfilled in any 
experiment if the theory is complete. Though much effort has been expended to obtain 
the numerical values of the elastic constants [I 0-12], it is still difficult to discuss the 
consistency of the theory as dictated by the inequalities (2) since there are no indepen-
dent measurements of K24 • Some authors resort to the assumption of Nehring and 
Saupe [13] that 
2Kz4 = K,, - K22' 
which, by inequality (2), requires that 
3KII ~ K22· 
(3 a) 
(3 b) 
The existing experimental data [10-12] are generally consistent with the inequality 
(3 b), except near the nematic-smectic phase transition. 
In order to generalize the OZF description close to the clearing point, de Gennes 
[14) proposed a Landau-Ginzburg type of expansion for Fin terms of the tensor 
order parameter Q and its derivatives Qa/J.r. In the absence of electric and magnetic 
fields, the original expression for F reads 
F = F0 + a(T- T*)TrQ2 + BTrQ3 
+ C(TrQ2 ) 2 + · · · 
+ L\2) Qap,yQa{J,y + i~2Fna.{PI{gnayIy 
+ i~2g eaJlrQ"-(!Q{i(!.y. (4a) 
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The parameters a, B, C, i~2> (i = 1, 2, 4) are now assumed to be independent of 
temperature T, and e~flr denotes the Levi-Civita tensor. In addition summation over 
repeated indices is to be understood if not stated otherwise. The last term in equation 
( 4 a) violates parity and is responsible for the formation of a helical ground state. The 
equivalent term in expression (1) is proportional to q0K22 • A further second order term 
in Qa.p,y 
(4b) 
was omitted by de Gennes because it can be written as a linear combination of a 
surface term and the elastic terms already included in expansion ( 4 a). 
De Gennes's theory, as expressed by equation (4a), gives very simple expressions 
for the OZF elastic constants. However, as pointed out by Lubensky [15] and de Jeu 
[12], the expansion (4 a) implies K11 = K33 , in clear contradiction to experiment. This 
degeneracy of the elastic constants cannot be removed even by adding the missing 
term (4b) to the expansion (4a). A possible way out of this difficulty is to include 
higher order terms, like Q(oQ)(oQ) where Q(oQ)(oQ) denotes the class of all 
independent S0(3)-invariants built up from the tensor n~pnC.y n~D"·"· Such a pro-
gramme has been carried out partially, by Schiele and Trimper [16] for nematics and 
has further been generalized by Berremann and Meiboom [17] and Poniewierski and 
Sluckin [18]. In [ 17] the OZF elastic constants are calculated under the assumption 
that Q is uniaxial 
(5) 
In third order of the expansion the degeneracy of K 11 and K33 is removed. A linear 
dependence of Ki;/S2 on S has been predicted, but Berremann and Meiboom had to 
introduce, ad hoc, an additional term to the energy proportional to S4/(l - S)2 to 
achieve agreement with experiment for the temperature dependence of all OZF elastic 
constants. The assumed form, however, of the extra term is not justified by the 
analysis presented. 
A different solution to the problem of the degeneracy of elastic constants was 
proposed by Rosciszewski [ 19) who showed that instead of including third order terms 
into Landau- Ginzburg-de Gennes theory, one could equivalently introduce lowest 
order elastic terms in additional order parameters, for example, a fourth rank tensor 
RafJro. This theory is especially attractive because it introduces only two new elastic 
constants and shows the importance of an order parameter such as (P4 >. i.e. the 
average value of the fourth order Legendre polynomial. 
In this paper we show that there exists yet another way to remove the degeneracy 
of K 11 and K33 • All of the theories mentioned are seriously limited by the assumption 
that the order parameter is strictly uniaxial and that its modulus S is constant. As 
pointed out by Poniewierski and Sluckin [18] this assumption may not be true in the 
neighbourhood of disclinations, close to a phase transition or at the interface between 
a solid substrate and a liquid crystal. More importantly, the general third order theory 
in n~p is unstable with respect to biaxial fluctuations and thus is thermodynamically 
incorrect. Fourth order terms have to be included (or neglect third order ones) to 
preserve the stability of the free energy. 
Furthermore the generalizations of the OZF theory in [17, 18] overestimate the 
number of independent invariants in the general biaxial case. The authors use 
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cartesian tensors, but the cartesian representation gives only an upper limit for the 
number of independent terms because the constraints 
(6) 
cannot be easily incorporated into the cartesian picture. For instance, there are only 
six invariants of the form Q(oQ)(oQ) while [17, 18] suggest seven. Also, cartesian 
representation suggests sixteen invariants of the form Q Q(oQ)(oQ) while only 
thirteen are linearly independent. Overestimations of the number of independent 
invariants can be found elsewhere [26]. 
Up to now we have paid no attention to the influence of molecular polarity on the 
thermodynamic properties of liquid crystals. The necessity of including these effects 
was suggested long ago by Meyer [20]. But only recently has a considerable amount 
of evidence become available that strong permanent dipoles may lead to qualitatively 
new phenomena, like the occurrence of antiferroelectric, smectic A phases or re-entrant 
phase transitions [21 ]. An influence of molecular dipole moments on the properties of 
blue phases has also been indicated by Stegemeyer et al. [2] . The evidence motivates 
the introduction of another order parameter in the description of the orientational 
properties of liquid crystals, namely the polarization density P(r). 
Theoretical studies of polar effects in terms of P(r) were initialized by Meyer [20] 
with his theory offlexoelectricity in nematics. He predicted that liquid crystals exhibit 
a special type of fiexoelectricity linked with curvature of the orientation pattern. 
Recently, Meyer's theory has been extended by Barbero et al. [22] to include effects 
at the solid-liquid crystal interfaces. In these models the polarity is an induced effect, 
strictly related to the molecular shape. A number of papers has also been devoted to 
studies of spontaneous ferroelectricity in chiral systems [23, 24] and nematics [25]. 
Among these is the paper of Khachaturyan [25], which discusses the structure of a 
hypothetical ferroelectrical nematic phase. Khachaturyan shows that if a nematic 
ferroelectric liquid crystal with the symmetry group CX!v exists, then such a ferro-
electric will be inhomogeneous with wide domain walls, which are similar to the 
helical structure. 
Finally, the Landau-de Gennes theory has been investigated with inclusion of 
external fields , both electric and magnetic. Although the basic theory is well estab-
lished [14], it has been generalized only recently to include some higher order cross 
couplings between electric and magnetic fields and the order parameter Q [26]. These 
couplings are relevant because many of the applications of liquid crystals depend on 
their ability to respond strongly to external stimuli. It is also interesting to note that 
in some cases, like the blue phases, the response is difficult to predict [2]. 
Our concern will be to construct a thermodynamically correct, lowest order 
expansion of the orientational part of the liquid crystal free energy in terms of Q, the 
gradient of Q (symbolized by oQ), P, oP, E and H which 
(a) removes the degeneracy of the OZF elastic constants; 
(b) contains only independent invariants; and 
(c) is, at least for nematics with zero polarization, stable with respect to general 
biaxial fluctuations. 
Stability conditions of the expansion will be analysed in detail for nematic symmetry. 
Their implications on the elastic constants will be discussed. In particular, it will be 
shown by explicit calculations that there are twenty-two bulk elastic constants and 
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four surface terms in the elastic energy of general nematics described in terms of Q. 
In addition a systematic study of the surface terms and surface relations will be given. 
In order to find all linearly independent invariants, all surface terms and stability 
conditions, systematic use will be made of the spherical representation for tensor and 
vector fields. This method provides us with an invariant expansion that leads to 
the simplest stability criteria. The final formulas will be converted to a cartesian 
picture as this allows a compact notation. A connection between standard director 
and tensor pictures is also discussed, that appears as a consequence of applying 
thermodynamic rules. Finally, estimation of various elastic constants from experi-
mental data is given. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In § 2 some basic rules for the cal-
culation of invariants and surface relations are presented. In§ 3 the general theory for 
systems with nematic and cholesteric symmetries is developed. In §4 the stability of 
the expansion is discussed for non-polar nematics. Section 5 is devoted to systematic 
studies of relations between the director and the tensor pictures. In particular 
formulas for the OZF elastic constants are derived and the importance of thermo-
dynamic fluctuations is emphasized. In § 6 the connection between the generalized 
Landau-de Gennes and the Meyer theories is explored. Section 7 gives an estimation 
of some of tensor elastic couplings. Section 8 closes the paper with a short summary. 
2. (;eneral theory 
To establish invariant polynomials in the components of the traceless symmetric 
tensor field Q(r), of the polarization vector field P(r), and of the gradients of both 
fields, we transform from cartesian to spherical representation. The spherical com-
ponents of Q form an L = 2 quadrupole tensor QZ> (m = ± 2, ± I, 0), where 
Q(2) = ±2 - HQxx - Qyy ± 2iQxy), 
= ± (Qxz ± iQyz), Q(2) ±I 
3 J6 (Qxx + Qyy). 
(7 a) 
The spherical components of any vector field or vector operator A form an L = 
dipole tensor A~> (m = ± 1, 0), where 
A~y = + :n (Ax ± iAy), } (7 b) 
A~lF = iAZ. 
In the spherical representation all components QZ> are independent, and the con-
straints QafJ = Qpa, Tr Q = 0 of the cartesian representation do not have to be taken 
into account. 
From the components T:l,l and p~"> of two spherical tensors of ranks I and q, 
respectively, (2/ + 1) (2k + 1) products T:l,l p~"lI which are reducible, can be formed. 
'By forming linear combinations weighted by Clebsch- Gordan coefficients, we can 
form (2/ + 1) (2k + I) irreducible components transforming according to the 
angular quantum number LE{/+ k, I+ k - I, ... I/- kl} 
(
I k [ru> ® s<">g~> == L 
m, ,mz ml m2 
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Table 1. Symmetry properties of basic fields used in the construction of the Landau-
Ginzburg expansion. 
Tensor 
Q 
V 
p 
E 
H 
Sign after 
Time reversal Space inversion 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
where ( 1 k I L) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. If T and S are identical, 
m1 m2 m 
then of course permutation symmetry has to be observed, and this reduces the number 
of independent (irreducible and reducible) components. To the product [TUl ® s<k>]<L> 
we can couple a third tensor o~ml to form a spherical product [[TU> ® s<k>] <Ll ® R<PlJKl. 
The independent invariant polynomials in the components of the vector fields or 
vector operators A = V, P, E, H, and the quadrupole tensor Q, are now constructed 
by coupling the spherical components to all possible L = 0 (i.e. S0(3)-invariant) 
tensors, which are symmetric under time reversal (i.e. containing only even powers of 
H, see table 1) and which are not conversed mutually by the permutation operation. 
As example for the independent invariants quadratic in oYQ<iP• we couple a<tl and 
Q<2> to 
[o(l> ® Q<21 ]u> = aQu>, 1 = 1, 2, 3, 
and then couple these mutually to K = 0. The only possibilities are 
[ 2(£) = [[O(l (8) Q(2)](L) (8) [iJ(I) @ Q(2)](L)](O)' 
= .tE~ L ~F (8'" ® nDDDl~D 
-m 
The spherical representation offers two important advantages: 
(8 a) 
(i) The linear independence of Clebsch-Gordan coupled invariants is immediately 
evident. 
(ii) In many cases (as in our example) the invariants appear as positive definite 
quantities and allow an easy discussion of the stability of the free energy 
expansiOn. 
As an example we write down the lowest order elastic terms of the free energy density 
in the basis / 2(£), from equation (8 a) 
3 
F = L !Q2J /2(£). (8 b) 
L =I 
It is seen that because / 2(£) ~ 0, the free energy (8 b) is stable if the elastic constants 
_Ktf> are positive. Thus the spherical representation gives the simplest stability con-
d.. K<2J 0 ttlons, L ~ • 
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Another problem, that can be studied systematically by use of spherical repre-
sentation is the identification of so-called surface relations. By definition, surface 
relations are linear combinations of invariants which can be expressed as a full 
divergence. Thus, if due to suitable boundary conditions surface terms vanish, certain 
invarian s become linearly dependent. This allows for further simplification of the free 
energy e,{pansion. The number of surface relations is found in a systematic way as 
follows. First, the number of independent divergence terms associated with a given set 
of invariants is found using spherical representation. For instance, the invariants in 
equation (8 a) are combined to surface terms via equation 
(9) 
It is straightforward to write a similar relation in the spherical representation using 
the correspondence 
and 
Q Q +--+ Q<2> !')(\ a<l) 'x' a<l> !')(\ Q<2> !Y.fl /lV,{Iy ICJ ICJ ICJ ' 
According to equation (9) each divergence term can be written as a linear combination 
of the invariants and some higher order terms, like Q,pQw.llY or equivalently 
Q<2> ® ao> ® a<l) ® Q(2}. Now suppose that the number of independent divergence 
terms is k, the number of invariants is I and the number of higher order invariants 
generated by divergence terms is n (k :::::;; n + /). By taking linear combinations 
of various divergence terms we obtain new (k - n) full divergence terms which 
are expressed as linear combinations of invariants and in which higher order invari-
ants do not appear. They are precisely the surface relations we are looking for. 
Thus, the number of surface relations is given by the difference k - n. Returning 
to our previous example we find that there are three independent invariants 
in the tensor space a(l) ® (Q(2) ® a<l) ® Q(2)) and two higher order invariants 
Q<2> ® a<1> ® a<t> ® Q(2). Consequently, there exists only one surface relation built up 
of the invariants (8) that allows us to eliminate the term (4b) from the free energy 
expansion (4 a), as originally done by de Gennes. Although the spherical representa-
tion easily solves the problem of the number of linearly independent invariants and 
surface relations, the most easily understood form for the free energy is obtained in 
the cartesian representation. Hence, to construct the free energy expansion, we 
proceed in the following way: 
(i) first, we calculate the number of linearly independent invariants and surface 
relations using the spherical representation; 
(ii) next, we look for the corresponding set of cartesian invariants and extract 
from this set linearly independent terms; if this is difficult the linear indepen-
dence of invariants is studied using computer programs for algebraic manipu-
lation; 
{iii) finally, we study the stability of the free energy in the spherical representation 
and transfer the results to the cartesian representation. 
Furthermore, all terms appearing in the free energy expansion are classified with 
respect to space reversal transformations as S0(3) or 0(3) invariants. The space 
inversion divides all invariants into scalars (nematic symmetry) and pseudoscalars 
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(cholesteric symmetry). A full list of sign changes of basic tensors used to construct 
the free energy expansion is given in table 1. 
3. Invariant expansion of the free energy 
In the preceding section we showed a systematic way, with which to construct the 
Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes expansion for the free energy to arbitrary order. As we 
have seen from a simple example, a higher order approximation requires careful 
elimination of the constrains Q"'"' = Qaa.r = 0, and so we propose to use the spherical 
representation for the tensor fields. Statements about the number of independent 
invariants are listed in table 2. We now discuss some of these results in a more detailed 
manner. First, we define the orientational free energy as a sum of bulk and elastic 
terms 
fv d 3 r [Fbulk + FN.el + Fch,el + Fp.el + Fext,elJ, 
where Fbulk is given by 
Fbulk = a(T- T*)TrQ2 + BTrQ3 + C [TrQ2f 
+ D [Tr Q2][Tr Q 3] + E [Tr Q 2P 
+ E' [TrQ3]2 - }AXmaxMaQapMp - }AemaxEaQaEp 
+ J1 1P 2 + J12P4 + vPaQapPp + e1 PE 
+ ezPrxQrxpEp + ... 
(10) 
( 11) 
and where the terms FN, el• Fch,cl• Fp,el• Fext,el represent elastic contributions with 
nematic, chiral, polar, and external fields couplings, respectively. Apart from the 
standard terms the bulk free energy also contains lowest order couplings with the 
polarization field P, and with external fields. These extra terms (together with gradient 
terms discussed later in this paper) could in principle modify phase diagrams for 
nematics, cholesterics and blue phases, a possibility which will be discussed in a 
forthcoming publication. Our concern now is to study meticulously the form of elastic 
terms in the expansion (10). 
3.1. Elastic free energy of nematic liquid crystals 
The expansion of the free energy in powers of Qrxp and its derivatives up to the 
order Q Q aQ aQ, contains twenty-two terms and four surface relations (see 
table 2). They are 
aQ aQ [14]: 
Q aQ aQ [16-18]: 
L\3) Qrx{JQrxfJ,JJQJJV,V' 
i~F Qap QiliJ,JJ Qpv, v • 
£~FF Qap QaJJ,V Qpv,JJ, 
(12a) 
(12 b) 
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Table 2. Number of invariants and surface relations in the generalized Landau- Ginzburg-de 
Gennes theory. We denote with an asterisk the numbers that are different from those 
cited in the literature. 
Number of Number of 
Invariants composed Surface Inversion Number of surface surface 
ofQ and oQ terms symmetry invariants terms relations 
aQ aQ [14] o [Q oQJ + 3 3 1 
Q oQ aQ [16- 18] o [QQoQJ + 6* 5 1 
QQ aQ aQ o[QQQoQJ + 13 7 2 Q aQ [14, 1 7] 1 
QQ aQ [14, 1 7] 1 
QQQ aQ 2 
Invariants composed of 
P, Q, E and H Inversion symmetry Number of invariants 
p p + 1 p p Q + 1 p p Q Q + 2 
E E Q Q [26] + 2 
H H Q Q [26] + 2 p E + I p Q E + 1 p Q Q E + 2 p Q Q Q E + 2 
Invariants composed Number of Number of 
of Q, aQ , P, aP, Inversion Number of surface surface 
E and H Surface terms symmetry invariants terms relations 
E aQ [26] a(E Q) + 1 l 
E Q aQ [26] o(E QQ) + 3* 2 2 
E Q Q aQ a(E QQQ) + 5 2 2 p aQ 
a[Q P] + I Q a P + I p Q aQ 
o[P QQ] + 3 2 2 Q Q aP + 2 p Q Q aQ o[POOO] + 5 2 2 Q Q Q aP + 2 
aP a P a[P oPJ + 3 3 1 
Q oQ a P o[Q Q oPJ 7 8 3 p aQ aQ a[Q p oQl 2 
E Q aP 
are Q P] 2 2 2 E p aQ 2 
E E aQ [26] a re E Q] 1 
H H aQ [26] a[H H Q] 1 
p a P I 
p 0 a P 
a[P p 0] 2 p p aP 1 
ao aP 8[0 oPJ 2 2 
a[P ao] 2 
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L \4l(Tr Q2) neNI . N2 n~D"·"D i~4>ETr Q2) Q 11.,(! Q11 •• (!, 
i~4lETrn2 F QJ' •. I!Qe11,,., i~4lnaM neLl ntxpINN nLNv.v• 
£~4F Q:xe QefiQa,,,pQJ'v.v' i~4Fnaene{! ntxNgIfgnfgvIv • 
£~4F Qtxl! Qpl!Qtx Jt ,vQfJJ',V' i~4F Qae Q(}p QtxiJ.vQpv,J'' 
£~4F Qr.t f! Ql!pQa11.vQ1,v.P• iy~ QapQill! QfliJ,a Q(>v,v ' 
LWQrtpQ,,l! QJII',tJ. Ql!,',p' iy~nafg nili! napIv nvEg.fg D 
LWQ:xpQIJ(! Qap,vQJl(!,V ' 
Oa[QafiQ{Jy.( - Qp7 Qap,y ] = x£~2F] - x£~2F] [14], 
lvxnapn~flnf!v.LN] - Op[QapQtxllQilv . ..J 
xi~N>] + xi~N>] - xi~Pl] - xi~l ] [18], 
o()[Q(>/1Qrtf/QtxfJQ/11',V - QllVQrt/l Qtx{J Q(>Jt, .l 
- - xi~4> ] - 2x£~4N ] + 2x£~4> ] + 2xi~4>] + 2xiy~] - 2[LWJ, 
av [Qp(! Q(Jrt QllV QrlJt./i] - Op [Qp(J Qea QJIV Q:X/1.V ] 
= - [L\41]/2 + xi~4l]L2 + Pxi~4l ] - 3[44>]. 
(12 c) 
(13 a) 
(13 b) 
(13 c) 
(13 d) 
Here [L:;n>] denotes the invariant weighted by the elastic constant i~Img. The proof of 
the independence of the invariants xi~Nl] and xi~4l] is given in the Appendix. Keeping 
track of the mutual dependence is important, because the number of cartesian 
invariants one can form by different full contractions exceeds the number of really 
independent invariants. For instance, the often cited term [17, 18] 
i~PF ntxpnNNvIa ngDv.{g (13e) 
can, in fact, be expressed as a linear combination of x£~N> ] (n = 1, 6), 
[L\3>] - xi~P > ] - xi~P> ]L2 + xi~P> ] - xi~P> ]L2 - xi~P> ] + x£~P>]L2 = 0. (13/) 
Note that the relation (13 f) between seven invariants xi~l] (n = 1, 7) is not obvious 
and is rather tedious to obtain. 
3.2. Elastic free energy with purely chiral terms 
Up to fourth order in Q there are four chiral terms linear in the gradient of Q 
which are readily determined by the method described in § 2, 
i~2>eWxpy naNN nye.m [14, 17], 
i~F Bapy Qtxl' Q pv Q IJY. v' 
iy~ Bapy Qtxll Qpv Q ve QJt(> ,y ' 
LW eczp, (Tr Q 2) Qa()Qy(J.fJ. 
(14) 
In deriving the number of fourth order terms use has been made of the decomposition 
of the representation Q<2l ® Q<2> ® Q(2J into a direct sum of irreducible representa-
tions 
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where DL = [Q<2> ® Q<2> ® Q<2>]<Ll is the irreducible representation corresponding to 
angular momentum L. 
3.3. Elastic free energy with polarization field included 
This group of terms is new. Again it can be divided into scalar- and pseudoscalar 
couplings as indicated in table 2. They are listed together with respective surface 
relations 
PoQ, QaP: 
Surface relation: 
PQaQ, QQoP: 
Surface relations: 
PQQoQ, QQQoP: 
A~2> P"Q(1.f3,f3• A~2>napmp."· } 
oa[PpQap] = [A\2>] + xA~2l]. 
A\3) QapPa Qpy,y, 
A~PF QapPyQy{J,a• 
A~P>napnpImy.z.· 
A~PF QapPy Qaf3,y' 
A~P> Tr (Q2) P".7 , 
8.,[Tr(Q2 ) P11 ] 2[A)3l] + xA~l] 
o.,[QilpQprPr] - xA~P>] - [A\3>] + xA~P>] . 
A\4) P7QrJ.pQyoQyo,fJ• AiPCJ. QapQyoQp,,,, 
A~4l P11 Qp,Q,oQM.a• A~4l P7QrJ.pQprQr"·"' 
A~4lmT Tr(Q2)Qcx/J.fl• A~4>TrEn2 Fnapmp.T • 
(15 a) 
(15 b) 
A~4>TrEnPFmaIa· (15c) 
Surface relations: 
a PaP: 
Surface relation: 
oil[QpyQp,QrJ..,Po] - 2[A\4>] + xA~4l] + xA~4>]I 
oaxnNPrnIc~nopma] - PxA~4>] + xA~4>]. 
Bl" P,.1 P,.1, B'j'' P .-P1.,, Bj" P,.1P,.,. } 
ocx[PilPfl,fJ - PpP,.. 13 ] = [B?lJ - [Bf>]. 
This list can be completed with the chiral terms 
PoP: 
(l5d) 
(16 a) 
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aQ vP: 
C~2> eapy mp.a nv"·" D Cf >eapyPa,., Q,.,,p, l 
Surface relation: 
eapy{<\[PpQy.,,.,] + a.,[PaQyb,p]} - xC~2>] + [Cf>]. 
(16b) 
PQoP, PPoQ: 
cp> f.".p, p{J Qyb p fl,a ' C~PF Bapy P,J Qyb Pb,a, 
cp> e~py mpm.Inv<>.a . (16 c) 
Surface relation: 
QoQoP, PoQiJQ: 
Surface relations: 
c2> eafJ1 Pi5 n"~ ·e Qvb.P, C33> eaPv P{J QPe.a Qe"·', 
C~PF Bapy nb~ P;·.P Qab.e' C~PF Bapy Qab P,,p Qlil}.(} ' 
C~P>eafly Qbe PQ.p Qab.r, qP> eafgN n~~..I mNN .p nlie.vD 
cw ea/1;• Q,C! P;·.fJ Q,Q,IJ. ' cg> Bapy QIJ.O P(}.C Q m.P' 
cg> eaP;· Qao Pf!. P Q,b.e · 
f.afJ;• Oy [QIXC! Qeb pb,p] - [ c~P> g + [ c~P>g I 
cW~~.NN.I. o~~.xTr Q2 PfJJ = 2[ C(3)] 10 ' 
eaflv o" [QpeP (J Qe<J,, ] = rc?>J - xC~P> ]. 
3.4. Elastic couplings with external fields 
For this group the dominant contributions are of the form 
E iJQ [26], EQ iJQ, EQQiJQ : 
(16d) 
(17 a) 
This group of terms can be obtained by replacing Pa with Ell in equation (15a)-(l5 c). 
Additionally we have cross-coupling terms: 
EQiJP, EPiJQ: 
( \3) Bap;• EQ Q(!a p ;•./1' E~PF C:apy Ea Qpl! p y.q ' 
E~PF Bap, El! pi' Qea.P ' E~NF f. IXpyEaPr npe.~r 
Swface relations: (17 b) 
C:apy0p [E9 Qe, P1 ] - [()3>] + xE~P>] I 
c;a{f;• iJe [EaQf/oPJ - xE~PF] + xE~PF]. 
EEiJQ [26]: 
(17 c) 
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There exists a term analogous to (17 c) for the coupling ofQ with an external magnetic 
field [26]. 
4. Stability of the nematic expansion for P = E = H = 0. 
General relations between the elastic constants can be obtained in the form of 
inequalities from the requirement that the elastic free energy expansion be stable with 
respect to order parameter fluctuations. As an example, let us consider first the case 
of a nematic phase whose elastic properties can be described by means of FN.el, where 
FN.el is the linear combination of invariants [Lj2>], i = I, 2, 3. Because invariants xi~2>] 
are bilinear forms in QaP.y• the free energy FN, el is a bilinear from in fifteen-dimensional 
space, spanned by independent fields Qap,y . Thus, the stability requirement of FN.el can 
be translated into the positive definiteness of the bilinear form. On the other hand, the 
positive definiteness of the bilinear form is most easily studied in the basis that 
diagonalizes the matrix of the form. In this basis the stability requirement means that 
all eigenvalues of the matrix of the form are positive numbers. 
The advantage of using the spherical representation in finding stability criteria is 
that the matrix of the form is diagonal in independent variables on~> I L = I, 2, 3; 
m= -L, . .. ,L 
3 3 
F N, el - L i~2l xi~2F ] = L K)2l /2(J) 
a= l /=1 
(18 a) 
Thus, ck.e~> equation (18 a), written as the sum of independent, positive definite terms, 
leads to a simple set of inequalities, Ki_2l ~ 0, L = I, 2, 3 which preserves its stability. 
These inequalities can also be rewritten in an equivalent form by using the elastic 
constants i~2g. Replacing xi~2l ] in equation (18 a) by linear combinations of / 2({1) (see 
the Appendix) and extracting the coefficients !()2> gives 
L\2J + fi~2g + NIJi~z> ~ 0,} 
Lcz> - 1. LC2l >- 0 I 2 3 ~ ' 
L\21 + i~2l ~ 0. 
(18 b) 
Conditions (18b) are necessary and sufficient for the free energy expansion (18a) to 
be stable. 
Qualitatively different inequalities are obtained by assuming that for all physically 
relevant fields the surface energies are negligible in the thermodynamic limit. For 
instance, the relation between second order terms 
Ji_?! ~ f v d 3 XOp[QapQay,y - Qap,yQy,a] 
= lim _!_ f d 3 xExi~2N ] - xi~2l ]F = O, 
V- +GO V V 
leads to, xi~2>] = xi~2l ]I where the equivalence relation = means equality up to the 
surface terms. This, in turn, allows us to eliminate xi~2l] (or / 2 (3)) from the free energy 
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expansion (18 a). In this case, the relations (18 b) give simpler inequalities [14], 
L\2> ~ 0, L\21 + i· i~2> ~ 0, with i~2N = 0. 
This analysis does not apply directly to higher orders of expansion of FN.el· To 
address the problem more specifically, let us investigate the stability conditions for the 
fourth order expansion of FN,el, given by 
3 6 13 
FN.el = L Ll21 [Ll21 ) + L Ll3) [Ll3l] + L i~4lxiy4F ). (19) 
i=l i=l i=l 
The expansion ( 19) is a polynomial of fourth order in independent fields Qa.fJ and Qa.fJ.r. 
Thus the problem of stability of expansion (19) is now reduced to a study of the 
properties of fourth order polynomials in the twenty-dimensional space of Qa.fJ and Qa.fJ. r. 
This appears to be a rather difficult problem. Still using the notion of bilinear forms, 
a simple analysis could be given that allows us to determine sufficient conditions for 
the free energy (19) to be stable. Namely, let us rewrite expansion (19) as a sum of 
expressions that are full squares. To do so, we note that expansion, in equation (19), 
could be considered as a general, bilinear form in the variables Qa.fJ.r, Qa.fJ nr~.n. The 
easiest way to diagonalize this form is again to transform to a spherical representation 
and consider the invariants [L)nl ], (cf. equation (19)), rewritten in terms of the 
spherical basis oQ(J) and [Q(2) ® oQ<LlJ'>. In analogy to the second order invariants, 
(cf. equation (8 a)), we can now construct third and fourth order spherical invariants 
as follows: 
/3(rx) [oQ<'l ® [Q<2> ® oQ<L>JV>]<0>, rx = I, ... , 6 (20a) 
I 4 (p) _ [[Q<2) ® aQ(LlJ<'l ® [Q<2l ® aQ(M)J(JlJ<0>, p = 1, ... , 13. (20b) 
The problem that has to be solved first is the identification of all linearly independent 
invariants (20a, b) or equivalently, all relevant representations parametrized by J, L 
and M. 
In the search of the invariants the permutation symmetry has to be taken into 
account. To set the problem more specifically, let us find linearly independent, fourth 
order, spherical invariants, of the form dictated by equation (20 b). For this purpose 
it is convenient to introduce a spherical reference basis of linearly independent 
invariants, defined as [[Q(2) ® Q(2)f'2) ® [oQ(/3 ) ® oQ(/4)f' 21 ](0) (13, /4 = I' 2, 3). In 
this basis invariance of the term [Q<2> ® Q<2>f'21 with respect to the permutation of Q<21 
allows only even values of /12 ( = 0, 2, 4) where each representation appears exactly 
once. Now, studying the coupling [oQU3> ® oQu41 ]u'2\ and observing correctly the 
permutation symmetry with respect to oQ, we immediately find that in this tensor 
product representation 112 = 0 appears three times, representation /12 = 2 appears six 
times and representation /12 = 4 appears four times. Thus, we again have thirteen 
linearly independent invariants which can be classified in two groups. The first one 
contains eight invariants which result from couplings with /3 = /4 and the second 
contains five invariants due to couplings with /3 =I= 14 • 
Now consider the spherical coupling (20 b). Because the permutation symmetry is 
not immediately evident, this sort of coupling leads to twenty-three invariants. They 
are divided into two groups whose members are counted by a simple addition of 
angular momenta: a group of thirteen positive definite invariants with L3 = M 4 and 
a group of ten indefinite invariants with L3 =1= M 4 • In order to extract thirteen linearly 
independent terms we expand these twenty-three invariants in our spherical, reference 
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basis using 9}-symbols [29] 
[[Q(2) @ oQ(L)](J) @ [Q(2) @ oQ(M))(J))(O) 
{ 
2 2 '} 
= ~ fJ L M ' [[Q<2) ® Q(2)J<I) ® [oQ<L> ® oQ<MJ]<o>, 
J J 0 
(20 c) 
where L, M= 1, 2, 3, i = .j (21 + 1) and where { ... }are 9}-symbols. The expression 
(20 c) relates the twenty-three linearly dependent invariants of the type (20 b) (cf. the 
left-hand side of equation (20 c)) to the thirteen linearly independent invariants of our 
reference basis (cf. the right-hand side of equation (20 c)) and allows us to extract out 
of these twenty-three invariants a set ofthirteen linearly independent invariants of the 
form (20 b). As shown in the previous paragraph, these thirteen linearly independent 
invariants can also be ordered with respect to Land M. We find that the case L = M 
yields eight linearly independent invariants; the remaining five invariants carry 
L # M. Relations between {J, J, Land M are given in table 3. A similar analysis could 
be given for the third order invariants, cf. equation (20 a); The resu1ts are collected in 
table 3. The transformation matrices between spherical and cartesian representation 
are also given in the Appendix. 
Table 3. Parameters of the independent invariants of (a) third order, (cf. equation (20 a)), (b) 
four order, (cf. equation (20 b)). 
(a) 
IX J L 
I I I 
2 2 l 
3 l 3 
4 2 2 
5 2 3 
6 3 3 
(b) 
{3 L M J 
I l I I 
2 I l 2 
3 2 2 0 
L =M 4 2 2 1 5 2 2 2 
6 3 3 1 
7 3 3 2 
8 3 3 3 
9 1 2 1 
10 1 3 l 
L "#M ll 1 3 2 
12 2 3 1 
13 2 3 2 
After rewriting the expansion (19) in terms of the spherical invariants, (cf. equations 
(8 a), (20 a, b) and (table 3)) we find the alternative expression 
3 6 13 
FN,el = L ](<,2l 12(n) + L h~l 13(m) + L ~4F 14(1) 
n=l m=l l=l 
3 
= L L c~~F [T(J, a) ® T(J, {J)JiOl, (20d) 
J =0 a, f3 
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where matrices c<JJ are defined as 
and where 
= ( K12l }h~PgF 
1 vO) vf4) ' 
21\.6 1\.g 
vf2) 1 vf3) 0 1. vf3) 
1\.j ' 21\.i ' ' 21\.3 
t Kj3l, K14l + h~4g + !q~>I lq4l, 
0 K<4l K<4> + Jd4> + Rl4l J0.4l 
' 9 • I 9 12 ' 12 
vf4} 
Aio 
1E,3l 2 3 , r/1'4) vf4) rA4} + K(4) + vf4) A)o , A!2 , Ai; 10 Ai2 
J(1,2l 
2 ' 
1 K(3) 1 K<3l 1 KJ.3l 
z2• 24• 25 
1 !0,3) 
2 2 ' K24l + Kf1l, 0, K11l 
t KJ.3l, 0, h~4g + Jqj>, !qj> 
t ~PgD Kli>' Kij>' J0,4l + Kf1l + !qj> 
T(O, 1) = [Q<2> ® oQ<2>]<0>, T(J, 1) = oQv>, J = 1, 2, 3, 
T(J,y+1) = [Q<2l®[JQ(YlJ(J), 1=1,2, y=1,2,3, 
T(3, 2) = [Q<2> ® 8Q(3>]<3>. 
Note, that for a given J, ex, T(J, o:) is the spherical tensor of dimension 2J + 1. 
Diagonalization of the form (20 d) leads to 
3 
" " -(J) - - (0) FN,el = L. L. K11 [T(J, o:) ® T(J, ex)] , (20e) 
1=0 ~ 
where ~Dl are eigenvalues of the matrices C(Jl and where T(J, o:) = l~~l T(J, {3), here 
o<J) is the matrix diagonalizing c(JJ. 
It is interesting to note that in equation (20 e) the free energy is expressed as a 
sum of eleven positive definite spherical invariants [T(J, ex) ® T(J, o:)]<0>. Thus, the 
formula (20 e) yields directly the stability conditions for the elastic constants ~gl 
(20/) 
These are equivalent to the requirement that all main minors of the matrices C(Jl be 
positive. Finally using relations between spherical and cartesian invariants (Appendix) 
inequalities (20/) can be rewritten in terms of i~ml. These are sufficient conditions for 
the free energy density, in equations (19) and (20 d), to be positive definite. 
Finally, if contributions to the free energy from the surface terms, (cf. equation 
(13 a)-( 13 d)), are negligible in the thermodynamic limit, we can eliminate four 
invariants from the expansion (20 d), further simplifying the stability conditions. 
5. Oseen-Frank theory and Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes expansion 
In this section we show how the Frank free energy, which depends on the two 
independent variables of a unit vector, can be obtained from the free energy expansion 
in terms of the five independent components of a symmetric, traceless tensor. This 
question has already been discussed in the literature in the mean field approximation 
[15-17]. Here we present a systematic approach to the problem. In particular, we 
study the effect of fluctuations of Q on the elastic constants. 
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The order parameter Q(r) can, in general, be rewritten in the form 
Qo:!l(r) = S(r)[n,.(r)np(r) - <>rx/i/3] + '(r){ma(r)m11 (r) 
- (n(r) X m(r)),. • [n(r) X m(r))p}, 
785 
(21) 
where n,/r) is the direction corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue fS(r) of Q"p(r), 
and m,. ( r), the direction corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue - t S ( r) + 
'(r). In the orthonormal coordinate system defined at each point in space by n(r), m(r) 
and n(r) X m(r) (n,.(r)na(r) = m<>(r)m,.(r) = }, n,.(r)m<>(r) = 0), Qap(r) has the 
canonical form of equation (21 ). For uniaxial nematic liquid crystals with constantS 
equation (21) reduces to equation (5). 
The Landau---de Gennes expansion can be written either in terms of Q,.11 (r) or [S(r), 
'(r), n,.(r), mp(r)]. These two expansions must be equivalent order by order. Thus, 
each term Q"p(r) corresponds to exactly one in [S(r), ... , m/i(r)]. The form of the 
couplings between [S(r), ... , mp(r)] is dictated by the expansion in Qap(r), because 
this is the basic order parameter describing the orientational pattern of liquid crystals. 
It implies, for example, that invariants like n,.,,.np,p only appear coupled to S 2(r) or 
higher powers. 
A systematic procedure with which to obtain the OZF free energy from the general 
expansion in Q,.p is the following: 
(i) First, we substitute the canonical representation, equation (21 ), into the 
Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes free energy and consider the spatial variation 
of n(r) in space as fixed. 
(ii) Second, we average the free energy over the remaining fields '(r), m(r) and 
bS(r) = S(r) - Sunder the constraints m2 = 1 and n ·m = 0. HereS is the 
mean field value of S(r) in the nematic phase. Scan be calculated by minimiza-
tion of !Fmf• (cf. equation (26a)) with respect to S (S = (1/V) Sv d 3 rS(r), 
Smin = S). 
Taking the fields bS(r), '(r) and m(r) to be random variables the Frank free 
energy ~ [n(r)] can be obtained as a thermal average over all their possible spatial 
variations 
~ [n(x)] 
- kTln t2(r)= t,n(r). m(r)=O ~ (((r)) ~ (bS(r)) ~ (m(r)) 
x exp {- P fv d 3 rF[n(r), '(r), m(r), bS(r), derivatives]}, (22) 
with p- 1 = kT, while J f!J ('(r)) ... denotes functional integration over all possible 
fields ' ( r), ... [28]. 
For translationally invariant systems the functional integral (22) can be calculated 
by decomposing '(r), m(r), bS(r), n(r) into Fourier components via 
1 . 
'(r) = - L, (k exp (-1k · r). 
V k 
(23) 
Because ((r) ... are real fields we have additionally (k = (!k ... and the space of the 
distribution is covered by having the amplitudes (k, bSk vary over all complex values, 
thereby k is restricted to half space. As long as the volume is finite, the values k are 
discrete, and the functions satisfy periodic boundary conditions. This choice guaran-
tees a set of distributions that preserve continuity and differentiability properties. 
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The standard coarse graining procedure is introduced by including the Debye cut 
off for wave vectors 
where e is the particle density. The measure is then written as 
D((r) . . . = fl 
(24) 
Assume now that F is given by equation (4 a) with i~2l = i~2l = 0. Substituting 
equations (21) and (23) into equation (4a) and neglecting the terms that are of order 
higher than four in fluctuating fields yields § [n(r)] in the form 
where 
ffmr(S) = V(fa(T- T*) S2 + tBS3 + ~Cp4F 
is the standard Landau part of the free energy and where 
§Frank = (2L\2) + i~2FF S2 J d3 r [(V • n)2 + (n X V X n)2] 
+ 2L\2)S2 J d 3 r(n x v x n)2 
(25) 
(26a) 
(26b) 
is the mean field part of OZF free energy [15-17]. The mean field formula (26b) 
leads to the well-known degeneracy of the splay and bend elastic constants 
K11 = K33 = 2(L)2l + i~2> )S2 • It is perhaps worth mentioning that the parts ffmf and 
§Frank of ff[n] could also be obtained in a different way by applying the method of 
steepest descent [28] to the functional integral, equation (22). 
The last part of ff [n], denoted as ffnuct appears as a result of fluctuations of 
various fields. In order to construct an expansion of ffttuct, we separate the free energy 
into two parts, a gaussian part H0 and a perturbation part H 1, 
fffluct = - kT In I (measure, equation (24)) exp {/3[Ho(C oS) + HI((, m, as, n)]}. 
(27) 
The gaussian part H 0 corresponds to the quadratic contribution in the variables (and 
bS to the free energy. All terms higher than quadratic will be kept in H 1, viewed as 
perturbation of H 0 • We obtain the following expression for H 0 
with 
Ho = L [A 1 (k2 ) bSkbS_k + fi~2lk2bpkE -k + A2(k2 ) (k(_k], (28) 
k 
lkl <" 
HA + BS + 4CS2 + (L\2) + ~i~2lF k2 ], 
2[A - BS + 1 CS2 + (L)2l + t i~2lF k2], 
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In H 1 we neglect all terms proportional to na.ma.,p that cannot be converted to terms 
ma.na.P. This allows us to construct the simplest perturbation scheme that takes into 
account restrictions on m and n. 
In the limit of long wavelength deformations of the director field, n(r), the 
effect of fluctuations on the OZF elastic constants is evaluated by performing a 
cumulant expansion for Y11 uct about H 0 with H 1 as the perturbation. In lowest order 
we obtain 
Yf\uct - (H,)o + ... 
- [(2L\2l + i~2lFEEtgp2Fo - <(2)o) + !i~2>EE2Fo] 
X f (V. n)2d3r + [2L\2)(<tJS2)o - ((2)o) - lJi~2F<I2>ol 
X f (n. V X n)2d3 r + [2L\2l((1JS2)o - ((2)o) 
+ i~2lEENgp2 )o + 2(1JS0o)l f (n X V X n)2d3 r + 
where 
(A)o - Z0- 1 f (measure, equation (24) A((, tJS, . .. , n) exp (- {3H0 ) 
and 
Zo - <I>o· 
Explicit calculation yields 
where 
[ 
A1 (12), t i~2l 12] 
Ao = t i~2l 12, A2 (k2) . 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
A more comprehensive analysis will be given in a forthcoming publication (30]. 
The main results can be summarized as follows. 
In general, the effect of fluctuations in the nematic phase is to renormalize the 
Frank elastic constants. In the approximation that takes into account only quadratic 
terms in the fluctuating fields this renormalization does not remove the degeneracy of 
K11 and K33 • However, it leads to a non-standard temperature dependence of the 
elastic constants, keeping them non-zero even for S = 0. Interestingly, the higher 
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Table 4. Mean field decomposition of oQ aQ, Q oQ oQ and Q Q 8Q oQ invariants onto 
splay, twist, bend and surface components. 
Invariant (V· n)2 (n • v x nf (n x v x n)2 n;,1n1,; - n;,; nJ,J 
[L\2>]/S2 2 2 2 2 
xi~2>]Lp2 1 0 1 0 
Ei~2>]Lp2 1 0 1 1 
[L\3>]/SJ 0 0 0 0 
fLjJ> ]JS3 -1 /3 0 2/3 0 
xi~g>]Lpg 2/3 0 -1/3 0 
xi~g> ]LpP 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 
xi~g> ]LpP 2/3 0 - 1/3 2/3 
xi~P> ]LpP -1 /3 0 2/3 -1/3 
[L\4>]JS4 2/3 0 2/3 0 
xi~4> NL s4 4/3 4/3 4/3 4/3 
xi~P>]Lp4 2/3 0 2/3 2/3 
xi~4>]Lp4 0 0 0 0 
xi~4>]Lp4 1/9 0 4/9 0 
xi~4>NL s4 4/9 0 1/9 0 
xi~4> ]Lp4 5/9 5/9 5/9 5/9 
xi~4>FLp4 4/9 0 1/9 4/9 
xi~4l ] Lp4 1/9 0 4/9 1/9 
xiy~]Lp4 -2/9 0 -2/9 0 
[LWJ/S4 -1/9 -l/9 2/9 -1/9 
[LWJ/S4 0 0 0 0 
[LWJ/S 4 0 0 0 0 
order terms, proportional to mamp remove the degeneracy of K11 and K33 
(32) 
where the last inequality is valid provided that i~2> and i~2> fulfil the stability con-
ditions in equation (19) with i~2> = 0. 
In still higher order than presently treated we observe a non-local interaction 
between the director field and its derivatives like J d 3 rd3 r' K(r, r') [ocxncx(rW[oana(r')f, 
where the kernel K(r, r') = K(r - r') is nearly the Fourier transform to real space 
of the mode-mode correlation functions. 
Inclusion of higher order couplings, like Q oQ oQ and Q Q oQ oQ to the free 
energy expansion, makes the reduction to the Oseen- Frank description rather dif-
ficult. For that reason we restrict the analysis of higher order tensor couplings to the 
presentation of mean field results. These are collected in table 4. Note that our 
expressions for i~> are different from those given by Berreman and Meiboom (BM) 
[17]. In their expression Gi31 (equivalent to our xi~PN ]F there is a contribution from the 
twist deformation, which in our expression is replaced by surface term. Additionally, 
in the BM formulae the factor 1/3 is systematically missing. From table 4 it follows 
that there are five different third order and ten fourth order expressions which are not 
identically zero for uniaxial nematics with a position independent order parameterS. 
In third order we have one relation less than BM. Since there are more tensor 
functions, xi~m>]I than OZF elastic terms, the tensor functions are not all independent 
for strictly uniaxial variations ofQ with constantS. These relations can be found with 
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[L\3l] - 0, 
2xi~Pl] + xi~P>] - xi~Pl] - 2xi~Pl] - 0, 
5[L\4l] - Sxi~4l] - Sxi~4l] - 0, 
Rxi~4>] - N2xi~4l] - 0, 
[L)4>] + 4xi~4l] - Sxi~4l] - Sxi~~>] - 0, 
[L\4l] - xi~4>] - Sxi~4l] + Sxi~4>] - 0, 
[L)4l] + PxiF~] - 0, 
2[L)4l] + xi~4l] - N2xi~4>] + 12[LW1 - 0, 
xi~4>] - [LW] - xiy~] - 0. 
789 
(33) 
Berreman and Meiboom [17] give two rather than one relation among the third order 
expressions. The second one, however, is not independent because of the general 
relation (13/). To complete this paragraph we give mean field formulae for the 
cholesteric pitch. Up to fourth order inS we find from equation (I) and (14) 
L<3l 
q K ,.... S2 L(2l - S 3 - 7- - l.S4 (1L<4> - L<4l) 0 22 - 4 3 3 3 14 15 • 
6. Generalized Landau-de Gennes expansion versus Meyer theory 
(34) 
As we have discussed in the Introduction Meyer [19] was the first to point out that 
the polarization density field, P(r), could play an important role in the continuum 
theory of liquid crystals. He showed that for nematics the presence of P leads to new 
elastic terms, FP, that have to be added to the OZF expression (1). Including only 
lowest order interactions between the different fields he showed that 
- e~ En (V . n) - e~ E.L . (n X V X n) 
- al pll (V. n) - a3 p .L . (n X V X n) 
- 111 P11 E 11 - J13 P .L · E.L, (35) 
where 11 (_l) denotes component, or vector parallel (perpendicular) to n. The coef-
ficients a .L, ... , J13 are new elastic constants. 
The most interesting terms identified by Meyer are those weighted by the flexo-
electric coefficients e? and e~ and the flexopolarization coefficients a 1 and a3 • They 
describe how the basic deformations of the director field couple to the polarization 
and an external electric field. Because flexoelectricity remains one of the few funda-
mental effects in liquid crystal physics which were predicted primarily by symmetry 
arguments, it appears interesting to establish the equivalent tensor invariants. 
This again is easily achieved by applying the mean field approximation to the results 
of§ 3. In particular, substitution of equation (5) into equations (15 a)-(15 d) yields 
al = -SA)2>- S2 (sA\Jl- !A~PlF + S3 E~A~4lJ !A~4gJ fA~4lFI} 
a 3 = SA\2> - S 2 (tA)3> - fA~P>F - S3 E~A~4N + !A~4N + fA~4N FI 
(36) 
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similar relations hold for the coefficients e? and e~. From expressions (36) it follows 
that the coefficients a1, a3 (or e?, en are related. For instance, up an order linear in 
S they should only differ in sign. If chiral terms are included, we have to add 
cross-coupling terms of the form 
-see· n) P • cv x n) - sn · [P x v (E · n)J, } 
- scv · n) E · (n x P) - sE· [(n x v x n) x P]. (37) 
Again, we would like to emphasize that the relations (36) and (37) apply only as long 
as the nematic liquid crystal is strictly uniaxial. 
7. Relations between i~m> and the OZF elastic constants 
We have shown how the Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes expansion for the free 
energy of a strictly uniaxial strained nematic liquid crystal is related to well-known 
OZF expansion. The simplest rel<:1tions are obtained in the mean field approximation 
(see table 4 and equation (33)). As these equations also relate the OZF elastic 
constants Ku with the Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes elastic constants i~m>I it is 
possible to estimate values for some of the i~m> from existing experimental data on the 
temperature dependence of Ku. From table 4 it follows immediately that 
~g = J42> + SKt]> + S 2 g<.<y~>I (iJ) = (11), (22), (33), (24), (38) 
where J4m> are linear functions of i~m> (m = 2, 3, 4) and where hf~l = !q~>. This result 
generalizes to the case of higher order invariants of the form Q ... Q oQ BQ. 
Summing up the terms in orders of S we arrive at KiJ = S2fiJ(S), where J;J(S) is, in 
principle, an arbitrary function of S. 
As there are more elastic constants i~ml than Kijm>, it is not possible to find a 
one-to-one correspondence between them without resorting to some additional 
approximations or complementary information. In principle two different solutions 
to this problem are immediately clear. First, we assume that the tensor field Q(r) is 
known and that surface energies, (cf. equations. (13 a)-(13 d)) of Q are negligible in 
the thermodynamic limit. With this assumption we can eliminate four elastic terms, 
say xi~2l]I xi~Nl]I xiy~g and xi~4>]I from the general expansion in xi~l]. Now, using the 
decomposition of Q(r) in equation (21), we calculate the fi(r) contribution to the 
elastic free energy. Comparing it with the OZF free energy gives 
L\2> = l/((2) 4 22, 
i~2g = l(K<2> -2 11 KW), 
i~P> 3 f(f;3l 2 22 ' 
i~Pg tCKH> + 2Lq~> - 3KW). 
L0 > + L<3J K,, - fKn + !K33• 
(39) 
= 3 5 
N2i~4l + Ri~4F - LW = i! f(f;4l 2 22 , 
- i~4F + i~4F + i~4F - LW 
- HKW- !q~>FI 
6(L\4> + L\4>) + Ri~4> + 4iy~g = 1.(4/0;4) - J((4) - 3/0;4)) 3 33 11 22 . 
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As we can see from equation (39), only a few elastic constants are estimated using this 
method. The remaining ones appear in linear combinations and nine complementary 
equations are needed relating these elastic constants with elastic constants of the field 
m to find one-to-one relations. The estimated values could, in principle, be tested 
against the stability conditions given in §4 but because of the high number of free 
parameters, these inequalities are not very restrictive. 
An alternative approach is to start from a given director field, n(r). Using equation 
(5) we now construct a uniaxial approximation for Qap . In this case invariants xi~l ] 
are no longer independent and the uniaxial restrictions, (cf. equation (33)), have to be 
taken into account. In addition surface energies cannot be disregarded. 
Neglecting invariants xi~l] with high index m (as dictated by relations (33)) and 
resorting to the assumption of Nehring and Saupe, (cf. equation (3 a)) it follows that 
= ~ v<2l £ <2J _ £<2J _ ~E v<2J _ K <2J) 4 1\22 , 2 - 3 - 4 1\ ll 22 , 
= KW - !KW+ tKg>, 
3Kg' 
2 ' 
i~P> = i(KH> - gq~ FI (40) 
i~4> = - t h~j> - t lq~l + i K!i>, i~4> = t h~~> I 
i~4F = t(K!il - ~q~> ), i~4F = HKW - K!i>). 
Taking the experimental data for 4-methoxybenzylidine-4' -n-butylaniline (MBBA) 
and E7 from [10, 11, 17], using relations (33), table 3 and resorting to the approxi-
mation (3 a), we obtain values for Kf;nJ as listed in table 5. These parameters are 
imprecise as they are strongly based on the assumption, (cf. equation (5)) ofuniaxial-
ity. We believe, however, that they are good enough to provide some insight into the 
importance of higher order elastic terms. They are also different from those of 
Berreman and Meiboom [17]. The stability relations allow us additionally to set 
inequalities for the elastic constants that are not present in the uniaxial approxima-
tion. 
Table 5. Elastic constants FGt>, n = 2, 3, 4 for two nernatogens. 
E7 MBBA 
Kl2) 3·69 1·53 
Kl3) 
-6-46 -1·08 
Kl4) 5·51 1·03 
K}_ll 2·90 1·27 
K}_3) 
-5·04 -1·56 
K}_4l 4·14 1·32 
KJJ) 
-6·21 -0·55 
Kj4l 7-49 1·07 
The elastic constants are given in 10-6 dyn and the estimated error f ~h;; f ;:5 0·05 for 
i=1, 2,3. 
8. Summary 
In this article we have established a Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes expansion for 
the orientational part of the free energy of nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals, 
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which is complete up to fourth order in the order parameter Q and its gradient 8Q. 
In addition, the expansion includes couplings of the order parameter with external 
electric and magnetic fields E, H and a polarization field P. 
Special cases of second and third order expansions have already been proposed in 
the literature ( 16, 17, 18, 26]. However, they failed to recognize the minimal set of 
independent invariants in third order of the orientation tensor Q. More importantly, 
the results of these studies apply on to strictly uniaxial phases with a position indepen-
dent order parameter S. When biaxiality is taken into account these free energies 
appear to be thermodynamically unstable. In [17, 18, 26] the number of independent 
invariants for the general, biaxial case was overestimated because a cartesian repre-
sentation has been used, which cannot easily incorporate the condition that tensor 
order parameter Q and its derivatives be traceless. Thus, an alternative approach with 
which to construct the elastic free energy has been formulated based upon the 
spherical tensor analysis. All invariants have been found employing the spherical 
representation for Q, oQ, P, oP, E and H. Various final forms of this expansion 
have been written in both the spherical and cartesian representations. In the presenta-
tion all terms have also been classified with respect to space-time reversal symmetries. 
The analysis presented is more rigorous than previous studies in that the number, 
the explicit form and the linear independence of invariants is immediately evident. 
The method allows us to find all corresponding linearly independent surface terms. 
For many applications, for example, for the normal modes of the hydrodynamic 
equations the surface contributions do not play a role. The topological structure of 
Q suggests that these contributions should also be negligible in the elastic theory. In 
all these cases, surface relations reduce the number of independent invariants and 
simplify the theory. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the problem of finding all 
surface relations for higher orders is non-trivial. 
Let us now concentrate on some specific results. 
It has been emphasized that for general, biaxial nematics with P = E = H = 0 
the correct expansion, that takes into account second and third order terms 8Q oQ 
and Q oQ oQ, respectively, has to be completed by fourth order terms Q Q aQ oQ. 
This expansion counts, in general, twenty-two invariants and four surface relations. 
With the help of the spherical representation, the general expansion with all twenty-
two terms has been rewritten as a sum of only eleven positive definite spherical invariants, 
(cf. equations (20 d, e)) leading to simple stability restrictions on the elastic constants. 
The expansion as given by equations (20 d, e) can be easily generalized to the case 
of cholesterics. We note that to include the lowest order cholesteric term xi~2l]I it 
is sufficient to replace the invariant [Q(2) aQ<2>]<0l[Q(2) 8Q(2)JCOl by [[QC2l 8Q<2l)<0l - 2) 
[[ Q(2) 8Q<2l 1<0> - 21 where 2 is a parameter. 
At this point one might ask if it is at all necessary to include in the free energy 
expansion terms that are higher than quadratic in oQ. To answer this question, we just 
mention as an example that in the proper description of the cholesteric blue phase 
both the higher elastic and chiral terms may play a dominant role for these phases to 
exist at all. Structures that favour bulk terms in the free energy do not take full 
advantage of possibilities for minimizing the elastic energy, and vice versa. This 
difficulty leads to compromise textures (see, for example, [27]). Blue phases exist only 
in an extremely small temperature range and thus they must be very sensitive even to 
minor changes in the values of elastic constants. Thus, addition of new terms may 
cause considerable changes to the equilibrium solutions for Q and for the value of the 
cholesteric pitch. 
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The phase transitions to nematic, cholesteric or blue phases are strongly first 
order. Just below the isotropic transition the order parameter, S, is usually more than 
40 per cent of its maximal possible value. Thus, the elastic terms Q oQ oQ and 
Q Q oQ oQ are of the same order as the bulk terms TrQ3 and (TrQ2 ) 2, respectively. 
The latter are normally included in the free energy expansion. Finally, the restriction 
that the tensor Q be uniaxial is generally incorrect in the neighbourhood of defects 
[31] and thus it is not sufficient in the theory of blue phases to consider only part of 
the third order terms. A stable expansion requires also higher, fourth order terms and 
all approximations must be consistent with the stability requirements. For this 
purpose, the spherical form, (cf. equation (20 e)) seems to be especially useful. Using 
equation (20 e) all approximations can be performed in accord with the requirement 
of stability. 
For those who prefer to work in cartesian representation we have presented 
explicit relations between the spherical and the cartesian invariants. 
A second, new aspect which the present theory accounts for is the polarization 
field. For many years the investigation of the ferroelectricity in liquid crystals has been 
restricted to the study of induced effects [20, 22]. Only recently has evidence become 
available that liquid crystals consisting of molecules with strongly polar end groups 
( cyano or nitro) give rise to spontaneous polar states [21 ], that are directly related to 
antiferroelectric interactions between molecules. 
In general, the electric polarization can be considered to consist of four parts: 
(a) The polarization induced by an electric field due to the dielectric polarizability 
of the material. 
(b) The deformation-induced polarization which at each point depends on Q and 
oQ. 
(c) The polarization associated with the gradient of S. 
(d) Spontaneous polarization due to the presence of permanent dipole moments. 
Current theories are concerned only with some special aspects of mechanisms (b) and 
(c). Our expressions include cases (b), (c) and (d). The first part of the polarization 
cannot be expressed in terms of local qualities. It depends on the polarization in the 
whole sample. 
Again cholesteric blue phases could be one example for which this additional 
order parameter is important (see, for example, [2]). It is quite possible that the core 
of disclination lines and of point defects also displays local electric order. The 
existence of several new chiral cross-coupling terms between E, P and Q, (cf. equa ... 
tion (17)) could be of importance to our understanding of blue phases. Note, that 
these terms are absent when only a magnetic field is switched on. This magnetic-
electric field symmetry of lowest order couplings should be seen experimentally for 
strongly polar compounds. Probably some of the experimental results of Stegemeyer 
et al. [2] can be accounted for by including some of these new terms. 
In§§ 5 and 6 we proposed a general method of relating the OZF theory, the Meyer 
theory and the general Landau-Ginzburg--de Gennes expansion. Inherent in the 
method is the assumption that the main contribution to the elastic free energy comes 
from the long range director deformations and that biaxiality is only a short range 
effect due to conformational changes at the molecular level. It is clear that with this 
assumption the free energy of the director field can be calculated as a thermodynamic 
average over biaxial degrees of freedom for fixed n(r) and S. 
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It has been demonstrated that the main effect of the fluctuations is to introduce 
a non-linear dependence of the OZF elastic constants on the bare parameters of the 
Landau-Ginzburg-de Gennes expansion. More profoundly, elastic and bulk proper-
ties couple in such a generalized theory. In addition, the results of previous publications 
[ 16-19] can be recovered as special, mean field cases of our general treatment. 
Our calculations allow us to draw further conclusions concerning the temperature 
dependence of the elastic constants. In particular, it has been shown that biaxial 
fluctuations remove the mean field degeneracy of K 11 and K33 without the necessity of 
introducing new elastic constants. In the approximation that neglects derivatives of 
m we find K33 > K 11 • These results are in agreement with experiments in ordinary 
nematics [10, 12] and provide an alternative solution of the problem of degeneracy, 
K11 = K33 , to those proposed by Rosciszewski [19] and Schiele and Trimper [16]. 
Section 5 and 6 are completed with the list of mean field relations between the 
various theories. Finally, generalizing the analysis of Berreman and Meiboom [17], 
some numerical estimates have been made of the tensor field elastic constants using 
mean field relations and experimental data for the OZF elastic constants. The com-
plete set of values could, however, be obtained only after finding a way to measure 
complementary elastic constants of the biaxial field. 
All the tedious calculations necessary to obtain the formulas presented in the 
paper were performed using MACSYMA and SCHOONSCHIP computer programs, 
which are specially designed for algebraic manipulations. 
We hope that this work supplies a useful framework for some more detailed 
considerations of liquid crystal structures. 
Appendix 
In this Appendix we use relations between spherical and cartesian representa-
tions to prove linear independence of choosen set of invariants Q oQ oQ and 
Q Q oQ oQ. For completeness we also list the formulas for oQ oQ. First, the set 
of linearly independent spherical invariants is given. Next, these invariants are 
expanded in terms of cartesian ones. The existence of inverse transformation proves 
their linear independence. The formulas below are also useful in finding stability 
conditions in various representations. Let us define 
(a) .l; (I) 5 12(2) 15 = J3 /2(1), = J5 12(2), 
12(3) 105 = J7 /2(3), 
where / 2(L) are given by equation (8 a). 
(b) i;(l) 5J5 
-3- /3(1), 1;(2) 
.7;(3) = 
.7;(5) 
(c) LCI) 
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L(3) 15 L 15J3 /4(4), = 2 /4(3), = 
LC5) = 21 J5 /4(5), LC6) = 525 J3 /4(6), 
L(7) = 210 J5 /4(7), Lcs) = 450 J7 [4 (8), 
LC9) = 5 J5 /4(9), LOO) = 25 J7 /4(10), 
L(l1) - 5y'70 /4(11), L02) = 15 y'l05 /4(12), 
LC13) = 105 J2 /4(13). 
Now, expressing l,(i) as linear combinations of xi~n>] 
/,(i) = (A(n))ij[Linl], 
where n = 2, 3, 4, i = 1, ... 'an, a2 = 3, a3 = 6, a4 = 13, one finds 
A<2l 
= x~ -1 J~} 
-4 10 
0 0 0 0 0 
-2 2 0 0 0 
5 10 -4 0 0 0 A<J> 
-
4 -4 -1 4 -4 0 
7 -2 -6 10 0 -10 
-15 -5 2 0 25 25 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 
2 -2 3 8 -4 -2 8 -8 -4 0 -2 
0 2 -4 -4 -4 -4 4 8 0 4 
-2 2 0 4 4 - 1 4 - 4 -8 0 -4 
-30 50 - 100 -160 -40 76 -100 100 200 - 120 100 
0 0 
0 0 
4 - 2 
-8 4 
8 -4 
100 25 
AC4J 16 -25 0 -20 -20 -34 100 50 100 120 - I 00 - 100 - 25 
-75 100 175 130 70 47 -200 -175 - 350 -240 200 200 50 
-I 0 0 ~2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-5/2 0 0 - 5 5 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 
-1/2 0 0 5 5 - 3 0 0 0 -5 0 0 0 
33/2 - 10 20 53 -13 - 29 20 - 20 -40 -15 - 20 10 10 
-1/2 -10 0 -11 I - 7 40 20 - 20 15 20 -10 -10 
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